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To:
Date:
Sublec~t*

Erasmia Lois 965
Ray Gallucci tjn?
2/12/04 8:35AM
Pw: Summmr of antdiq Conferance r.all
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I agree, as soon as.l have a summary let's talk. I hope I will have it done by 2:00 pm today, I will call you.

thanks

Erasmia

>>> Ray GalluccI 02/12/04 08:33AM »> >>
This seems like a lot of hoops to Jump through for a relatively simple task, so anything I can do to hel
Hopefully, Hossein and Sunil will readily agree to the value. e

>>> Erasmia Lois 02/12104 08:31AM >>>
thanks Ray

>>> Ray Gallucci 02/12/04 08:30AM >>> tog
This might help (see input below in bold)j e

J.,, Erasmia Lois 02/12/04 07:15AM >>>
(L4tP � V4,% �,�
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Sunil:

I will try to address these points to the best of my/our ability; of-course any thoughts from the group are
wellcome

thanks

Erasmia
L/>>> Sunil Weerakkody 02/11/04 11:40PM »> >>
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NRC Inspectors In ther review process.] Once I receive you report, I plan to meet with Hossein. If you
provide your report by Friday, I plan to provide my feedback before the end of next week (I am out for
about two days next week)

Sunil

<<Erasmia Lois 2/11 5 :06p»>>>
thanks for input; I will send it around tomorrow

Erasmia

/>>> Ray Gallucci 02/11/04 05:05PM»> >.>
Erasmia - Can you prepare a brief summary of today's conference call with Sandia? Please include the
following highlights:

1. Proposed outline of tasks (electronic file available?)
2. Proposed time schedule, as amended by David Diec (David - can you help Erasmia with this?)
3. Consensus among participants that proposed task and schedule should be pursued
4. Action items: NRC - provide examples of OpManAx and licensee procedures addressing these (Phil,
with assistance from Peter if needed); RES - compile "wish list" of info needed and preferred member
qualifications for expert elicitation (John and Alan, through Erasmia)

Sunil - if you and Hossein agree, the proposed outline (to come from Erasmia) is the path forward, not
requiring a User Need at this time.
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From:
To:
Qualls;
Date:
Subject

rasmia Lois pt/5
J James Bongarra; James Downs; Jason Dreisbach; N.P. Kadambl; Peter Koltay, Phil

Ray Gallucci; Sunil Weerakkody
2/12/04 12:38PM
Re: Summary of Sandia Conference Call

prasad:

thank you very much for your input; You took v

Erasmla

'ery good care of It.'
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x/>>> Sunil Weerakkody 02/11/04 11:40PM > >
Erasmia:

If you can, please address the following In your summary. If you cannot that is OK. (1) In your/committee
opinion, why does the proposal add value (2) how does the proposal support agency fire protection
section's overall effort to risk-Inform, (3) does the proposal consider my request to weigh our actions on
high risk-significant manual actions? (3) why Is the added value offsetting the any added burdens to
Implementation... Once I receive you report, I plan to meet with Hossein. If you provide your report by
Friday, I plan tb provide my feedback before the end of next week (I am out for about two days next week)

Sunil

x,/<< Erasmia Lois 2/11 5:06p >>> WA
thanks for Input; I will send it around tomorrow

Rag
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Erasmia

>>> Ray Gallucci 02/11/04 05:05PM»> >(>(>1
Erasmia - Can you prepare a brief summary of today's conference call with Sandia? Please include the
following highlights:

1. Proposed outline of tasks (electronic file available?)
2. Proposed time schedule, as amended by David Diec (David - can you help Erasmia with this?)
3. Consensus among participants that proposed task and schedule should be pursued
4. Action items: NRC - provide examples of OpManAx and licensee procedures addressing these (Phil,
with assistance from Pet6r if heeded); RES - compile "wish lists of info needed and preferred member
qualifications for expert elicitation (John and Alan, through Erasmia)

Sunil - i you and Hossein agree, the proposed outline (locome from Erasmia) is the path forward, not
requiring a User Need at this time.

CC: ALAN.M.KOLACZKOWSKI saic.com; Gareth Parry- Hossein Hamzehee;
Jafores sandia.gov
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From: Ray Gallucci vJCtL-
To: US5 Erasmia Lois; James Bongarra; James Downs; Jason Dreisbach; N.P. Kadambi;
Peter Koltay; Phil Qualls; Sunil Weerakkody
Date: 2/12/04 11:42AM
Subject: Re: Summary of Sandia Conference Call
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If you can, please address the following In your summary. If you cannot that Is OK. (1) In your/committee
opinion, why does the proposal add value (2) how does the proposal support agency fire protection
section's overall effort to risk-inform, (3) does the proposal consider my request to weigh our actions on
high risk-significant manual actions? (3) why is the added value offsetting the any added burdens to
Implementation... Once I receive you report, I plan to meet with Hossein. If you provide your report by
Friday, I plan to provide my feedback before the end of next week (I am out for about two days next week)

Sunil
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Erasmia Lois 2/11 5 :06p>>>
thanks for input; I will send it around tomorrow

Erasmia

V-1,>>>Ray Gallucci 02/11/04 05:05PM»>
Erasmia - Can you prepare a brief summary of today's conference call with Sandia?. Please include the
following highlights:

1. Proposed outline of tasks (electronic file available?)- -
2. Proposed time schedule, as amended by David Diec (David,- can you help Erasmia with this?)
3. Consensus among participants that proposed task and schedule should be pursued
4. Action Items: NRC - provide examples of OpManAx and licensee procedures addressing these (Phil,
with assistance from Peter if needed); RES - compile "wish list" of Info needed and preferred member
qualifications for expert elicitation (John and Alan, through Erasmia)

Sunil - If you and Hossein agree, the proposed outline (to comefrom Erasmia) is the path forward, not
requiring a User Need at this time.

CC:
Grt a Hossei. . . . .

Igareth Parry-, Hossein Harnzehee
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